The question with which this paper is concerned is roughly speaking: In a gambling situation or dynamical programming situation, are strategies that take the past into account any better than those that are based only on the present situation? Let us now state precisely what situations we will be dealing with.
We have a set X, the states of our system (e.g. how much money you have). For each state x£X we have a collection Vx oí gambles available to you when in state x. Each gamble »£ Vx will be a measure on X with support on a countable number of points. (If you chose v you go from a; to y with probability v(y).) A strategy tells you how to choose a gamble, vn, on the «th day as a function of the previous history of the system (xi, x2, • ■ • , xn) (v" must be in VZn)J A stationary strategy is one where the choice of v" depends only on xn.
Suppose there is a special state g(our goal). Then for each strategy j we have a function on X, F,{x) the probability of reaching g if we start at x and use s. Let F(x) =sup F,(x), where sup is taken over all strategies s.
Our main result is Theorem A. There is a system where X is uncountable such that F(x) = 1 for all x but if s is any stationary strategy, then for some xo in X, F,(xo) <J. (Each collection V, will be countable and each v will have only 2 potnts in its support.)
Theorem A should be compared to Theorem B. 7/ X is countable, then for each €>0 there is a stationary s such that F,(x) ^ (1 -e)F(x) for all xEX.
Theorem B holds for more general systems. Instead of trying to reach a goal we can have a system where we get paid p(x, v, x') =0 if we are in state x, chose v in Vx and go from x to x'. We now define F,(x) as the expected value of ¿jfLj p(x{ViXi+i) where Xi=x, and we use s. Let F(x) =sup F,(x), where sup is taken over all strategies s.
Theorem C. If we assume that F(x) < » for all x then Theorem B is still true in this more general context. At first glance one might expect that if F(x) = <» for some x then for each re we would be able to find a stationary strategy s such that F,(x)>w for all x where F(x) = °o. This is not so as the following simple example shows. Let X be the integers. If we are at u>0, the only gamble available is to stay there and get paid nothing. If we are at 0 we can go to any «>0 and get paid re. If we are at -re, re>0, we go to -(re -1) with probability \ and to 1 with probability \ getting paid nothing in either case. F(n) = oo for all « ^ 0 but once we determine what to do at 0, our expected winnings are known if we are at -re. For example if we choose to go to k from 0, the expected winnings from -n are ft/2". Theorem A gives us some information about finite or countable X because it limits the kind of algorithms we can have for choosing a stationary s with the property that F"(x) §: (1-e)F(x) for all xEX. §1 contains a proof of Theorem A and §2 contains a proof of Theorem C (which although more general is no harder to prove than Theorem B). In §3 we will give a discussion on extending Theorem C to the case where p(x, v, x') may be negative. We will also discuss the case when there happens to be an optimal strategy.
Before concluding this introduction, I would like to mention that this paper is an outgrowth of many discussions with Lester Dubins.
1. Proof of Theorem A. Before actually giving the construction we will give a brief description of what it will look like. There will be a point bEX, (distinct from g) from which you can never leave. For each ordinal a<í2 (Í2 = the first uncountable ordinal) there will correspond a collection of points Ca. X will be U"<q Ca with b and g added. Ci will consist of one point, yi, for each re we will have the following gamble in Ftl: go to g with probability 1 -1/2" and go to b with probability l/2n. Each Vx, xECa will consist of a countable number of gambles each of which will have support on 2 points, a point in Up«, Cß and b.
We will now define the Ca and the possible gambles at each point of Ca inductively.
Suppose that we have done this for all ß<a, and that F(x) = l for all xE(Jß<a Cß. For each stationary strategy s, on U|3<a Cß such that we will introduce one point x¡ in Ca. To determine the possible gambles at xs do the following: let I, = inf F,(x) where inf is taken over all x£U|3<a Cß. We now distinguish 2 cases:
(1) There is a point, say Xo, such that F"(xo)=l,. In this case we introduce for each integer « the gamble: go to x0 with probability 1 -1/2" and go to b with probability 1/2".
(2) There is no x such that Ft(x) =/". In this case we pick a sequence xn such that lim«-«, Fs(xn)=/". For each « we introduce the gamble: go to x" with probability 1-2(F,(¡c")-/,) and go to b with probability 2(Fa(x") -/,).
We have now described the construction and we will check some of its properties.
(A) F(x) = 1 for all x£X. To check (A) it is enough to check that F(x)=l for all x£Ca assuming that F(x) = l for all xECß if ß<a. This is clear because for each xECa and e>0 we can reach some y, yECßß<a, with probability>l-e and by our induction hypotheses we can reach g from y with probability > 1 -e. To see (B) : Let s be the restriction of / to öß<a Cß. We will take x' to be x, which was defined in the construction.
As before let /, = inf F,(x) where inf is taken over all x£U,3<a Cß. If we are in case (1) , i.e. there is an xo such that Fs(xo) =/, and xo£Us<a Cß, then it is clear that no matter what possible gamble t chooses at x" we have F((x") <F"(x0) =inf F,(y) =inf Ft(y), where both infs are taken over all yEU$<a Cß.
If we are in case (2), then t will assign to x, the gamble: go to x" with probability 1 -2(F,(x")-/,) and to b with probability (inf taken over all y£UjS<a Cß). (We get the inequality because we assumed that l,>\ and since F,(x")>l, we have 2F,(x")>l.) (Note that we used the stationarity of t in first determining s, independently of x" and then picking our starting point to be x,.)
We will now use (B to show that no stationary strategy can be everywhere better than £.
Let
there must be some n such that inf0<a h(ß) -h(a) > 1/2" for infinitely many a. Let «i be the first of these a's, a2 the second, ak the ftth etc. Then at-a*+i>l/2" for all integers ft giving us a contradiction.) 2. Proof of Theorem C.
LI. Theorem C is true if X is finite.
A proof of this can be found in [l, p. 58]. To keep this paper selfcontained we will give a proof, but this will be postponed until later.
We will start our proof by picking a state y EX, e>0. Then pick «i > 0 and e2 > 0 such that 1/(1 + e2) > 1 - §«, 4ei < e and 8(ei/e2) < «.
(1) We can find a finite set A (let B =X-A) and a strategy 5 such that under 5 we stop when we hit B and such that F,(y) = (1 -€t) F(y).
To see (1): Let ii be such that Fn(y) = (l-|e,)F(y).
Let F*(x) be the expected amount won before time TV starting at x under s. Pick TV such that F^(y) = (1 -%ei)F(y). Next, let vn be the measure on X such that vn(x) = probability that you are in x at time re, starting at y and using s. Pick a finite set A such that £ vn(x)F(x) = hi -F(y) for all n ^ N.
xiA TV Now modify Si by stopping when we are outside of A. This gives us 5 and (1) is now clear.
(2) By LI we can pick a stationary strategy t such that, using t we stop when we hit 73, and Ft(y) = (1 -2ei)F(y).
(3) Let E be the set of xEA such that (a) (l+e2)Ft(x) g F(x) and i969]
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let t' be the stationary strategy that stops when we are in E and that agrees with / when we are not in E. We then have (b) Ft>(y) â (1 -e)F(y). To see this: let Ft(y) =a-\-b where a and b are the expected amounts won before and after hitting E respectively (starting at y, using /). Then F(y)^a + (l+e2)b by (a). But by (2) we have (a+b) = (1 -2ei)F(y). We thus get hence 4€i(a+&) =e2& we therefore get that b<\tFt(y).
This and (2) gives (3).
(4) Let s be any stationary strategy that agrees with t (and t') whenever we are in A-E. Then (a) F8(y) = (1-e)F(y). This follows from (3)(b). Let iF(x) =sup"<=c F,(x) where C is the collection of all strategies that agree with t whenever we are in A -E. Then (b) iF(x) = (1 -í)F(x) for all x. (To see this note that if x£^4 -E, t will do because of (3a). If xEA-E we can use an s such that F»(x) _^ (1 -je)F(x) until we hit A -E set, then continue using t. As before this works because of (3a).
(5) If we change each Vx, xEA -E to include only one gamble, the one designated by t we get a new system whose F function is iF (iF(x)2: (1-e)F(x) for all x£X).
If s is any stationary strategy for this new system we will win more than (1 -e)F(y) if we start at y and use s by (4a). Now suppose that we ordered all the states in X, yi, y2 • • • and that y =yi. Repeat the same procedure using y2, our new system, and Je. We get a third system and repeat the procedure with this system y3 and e/22. This gives Theorem C.
We will now give a proof of LI. The most straightforward way is to show first that for any x say x0 and any e > 0 we can replace Vxo by a collection consisting of only one gamble fo£FIO in such a way that if we call the F function for the new system iF, iF(x) ^ (1 -e)F(x) for all x. To do this note that there must be some 5 with the property that a> (1-e)(l -b)F(x0) where b is the probability of returning to xo starting at Xo and using s and a is the amount we win before returning to Xo. We can let v0 be the first gamble we use when we start at xo and use s. We therefore have iF(x0) ^ (1 -e)F(x0) and it is easy to see that iF(x) ^ (1 -e)F(x) for all x (stop when we hit x0 and continue by s until the next time we hit xo then start with s again, etc.).
We could also try this in the countable case getting nF(x) >(1-Ylt-i e/2l) F(x) but there is trouble when we go to the limit.
3. We will now discuss what happens if p(x, v, x') may be negative. We will have to be more careful in defining F,(x) (and F(x)) and we will have to make more assumptions.
[February (1) We will have to assume that we can stop whenever we want to (i.e. Ft contains a gamble, v, with support on x and p(x, v, x)-0). To see why consider the following example: X consists of three state a, b, c. If we are at b we must go to a with probability 1 and win nothing. If we are at c we stay there and win nothing. If we are at a go to b with probability 1-1/re and win nothing and go to c with probability 1/re and lose 1 dollar. For any reasonable definition of Fs we have F(a) = 0 and F"(a) = -1 for any stationary s.
(2) It is no longer reasonable to look for a stationary strategy s that is good in a percentage sense since F(x) may be 0. We will therefore aim for an s such that F(x) -F,(x) =■«.
(3) Because of 2 and Blackwell's example we will have to make some boundedness assumptions.
We shall restrict ourselves to strategies that stop with probability 1 (this seems reasonable because of (1)). We will then define FB(x) and F(x) as before. We must however change the definition of stationary to be stationary in the old sense except that we are allowed to stop and the decision to stop will depend only on the state we are in and the sum of the p's.
Proposition
A. If we assume that X is countable and both sup, F,(x) and inf, F,(x) are bounded (sup and inf are taken over all strategies that terminate with probability 1), then given e>0 we can find a stationary s such that F(x) -Fe(x) <efor allx.
The proof is so similar to that of Theorem C that it will be omitted. We will now consider the case where an optimal strategy happens to exist.
B. Suppose we have a system of the same kind as that discussed in Theorem C except that X may be uncountable. Suppose also that there is an s such that (1) F,(x) = F(x). Then there is a stationary s satisfying (1).
Before starting the proof of Proposition B, I would like to point out that the techniques that we will use have considerable overlap with those used by William Sudderth in his thesis (Berkeley 1967), and in some unpublished work. A good way to introduce some of the relèvent ideas in proving Proposition B will be to give another proof of LI of §2.
Alternative proof of LI. There is a theorem of Blackwell that (specialized to our case) says that if we discount our winnings by multiplying the amount won on the reth day by ß" (0<ß<i) and if we define F;(x) as the expected discounted amount won starting at x and using s and define Fß(x) as sup, Ff(x) then we can find a stationary strategy 5 such that Ff{x) ^ (1 -e)Fß(x). LI follows by choosing ß close enough to 1 so that Fß(x)^(l-e)F (x) for all x. [To prove Blackwell's theorem (in our special case) we chose a large number M depending on ß.
We then chose a gamble vx at each x such that for some strategy s E F?(;yK(y) + JZ P(*, "», y)»,(y) > ( 1 -¿W*)-
Call this strategy t. There is another strategy t' which consists of using/, If times and then some other 5 such that 7^(x) ^ (1 -2e)Fß(x). However if 717 were chosen large enough the amount won after time M will be very small and hence, t is our desired stationary strategy. ]
Proof of Proposition B.
(1) We can assume that each Vx contains only gambles that are part of some optimal strategy.
(2) It is easy to see that if there is an optimal strategy and a stationary strategy 5 such that, F,(x) ^ (1 -e)F(x), then s is also optimal. (We are assuming (1).) (3) We can use Blackwell's theorem to show that we can replace each Vx by a countable subcollection of Vx without changing F or the fact that there exists an optimal strategy.
(4) By (3) each x is contained in a countable closed set (i.e. you can never leave the set) and by (2) we can pick an optimal stationary strategy for this set.
(5) If we have a simply ordered family of closed sets and an optimal stationary strategy on each agreeing on intersections then the union has an optimal stationary strategy. We therefore have a maximal closed set E that has an optimal stationary strategy. If E?¿X then pick an E' that is closed E'Z)E and E'-E is countable. We can then apply our countable result to E' getting a contradiction.
